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Abstract: This paper describes rock shed design and construction methods employed in
Japan, and their application in North America for a shed to protect a single track railway.
Rock fall sheds provide reliable, long-term protection for heavily used transportation
facilities from rock fall hazards. Design of sheds involves identification of potentially
unstable rocks on the slope, and using calibrated computer simulations to determine the
impact velocity. The design impact force is calculated from the fall height, block size and
sand cushion properties.
Sheds are usually constructed with pre-cast concrete beams, with a layer of energy
absorbing material on the roof to limit the impact energy that is transmitted into the structure.
The magnitude of the transmitted energy depends on the thickness and properties of the
protective layer, as well as the flexibility of the structure. The design details incorporate data
obtained from conducting thousands of full-scale tests on instrumented sheds. The
performance of the shed also depends on the stability of the foundations, and reinforcement
of the rock or soil may be needed where the foundation is located on a steep, unstable slope.
Construction of sheds requires careful planning to minimize traffic delays, and safety
measures for the workers and public.
INTRODUCTION
Methods of controlling rock falls on transportation routes can be classified as either
prevention or protection measures. Prevention measures comprise in-place stabilization of
potentially unstable rock masses such as trim blasting, scaling, rock bolting, shotcreting, or
rock gluing (in Japan). These techniques are usually used where there are well-defined areas
of unstable rock, and it is both feasible and economical to access the area to carry out the
work. Protection measures comprise fences, Rock Keeper sheds, concrete barriers walls,
rock fall sheds and MSE barriers. These techniques tend to be used where there is a
significant risk of rock fall, and a high level of protection is required for facilities such as
buildings, highways and railways. The range of impact energies that each system can sustain,
together with their approximate relative construction cost for installations in Japan are shown
in Figure 1. In selecting an appropriate protection system for a particular site, the following
factors need to be considered:
• Rock fall dimensions, fall heights and frequency of falls;
• Acceptable level of risk of rock fall damage;
• Construction cost;
• Slope geometry, and available space at the base of the slope;
• Equipment access; and
• Available construction materials.
With respect to rock fall protection structures, in recent years, the relation between impact
energy absorbing capability and construction costs has been studied in considerable detail.
For example, Figure 1 shows that the range of relative construction costs is similar for the
concrete rock fall fence, the concrete rock fall wall and the Geo-rock (MSE) wall, but they
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have different impact energy absorption capacities. The purpose of this paper is to describe
the design and construction of sheds as a protection method against rock falls on
transportation routes in mountainous terrain. The paper also describes energy absorbing
properties of three protective materials - sand, Styrofoam and rubber tires, and discusses the
importance for energy absorption of the flexibility of the structure itself.

Figure 1. Range of impact energy capacity and relative construction costs for various rock
fall protection measures.
Rock fall sheds are usually constructed where there is a steep, high slope that is a frequent
source of rock falls, and there is insufficient space at the toe of the slope to construct less
expensive measures such as catchment ditches or barriers (Figure 2). Rock fall sheds provide
a high level of protection against rock fall accidents, and require little maintenance compared
to fences, for example.

Figure 2. Typical rock fall shed protecting a two-lane road in Japan.
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Rock fall sheds are principally used in Europe (Jacquemoud, 1999), South Africa (Kirsten,
1982), and in Japan where rock fall sheds with a total length of more than 3 000 m have been
constructed every year for several decades. However, because of the variability in many of
the design parameters, dependable design methods for rock fall sheds have not yet been
established, and further development is required of the following tasks:
• Determine the dimensions of blocks of rock on slopes that may impact the shed;
• Determine the energy of the falling blocks, and their impact location on the shed;
• Determine the impact force on the structure; and
• Establish a structural design procedure.
These issues are discussed in the paper, and a design method is proposed based on
extensive testing and construction of sheds in Japan. The basic configuration of these sheds
is a near horizontal roof protected with a layer of energy absorbing material. The shed is
assumed to be constructed at the base of a steep slope such that rocks fall essentially
vertically on to the roof. An alternative configuration is an inclined, relatively lightweight
roof that directs the rock falls across the shed with little impact force. The viability of this
second configuration will depend on the required span of the roof and the reinforcing and
bracing needed for stability, as well as a rock slope angle similar to that of the roof.
ROCK FALL MODELLING
The first step in the design of a rock fall shed is to determine the likely design impact
energy, which is related to size of the block and its velocity at the point of impact. Other
important design information is the frequency of falls, and the likely locations and angles of
impact. The following is a discussion on the identification of unstable rock, and calculation
of impact energies.
Rock Fall Conditions
Rock fall hazards on a slope are primarily influenced by the following site conditions:
• Topography - Rock falls can occur on slopes with face angles greater than about 37
degrees, the angle of repose of accumulated fragments of rock (talus). The hazard may
be more severe where the slope surface is irregular resulting in unpredictable
trajectories of the falling rock compared to uniform faces;
• Geology - Where the rock is strong and contains well-developed but widely spaced
discontinuity sets, there will be a tendency for substantial, angular blocks of rock to
form on the slope face. In contrast, weak rock containing closely spaced joints will
break into small fragments that may not be a hazard. Falls are more likely where the
rock contains discontinuities that dip out of the face on which blocks can slide, or
where weak, erodable seams forms overhangs that can fall with little warning
(Transportation Research Board, 1996);
• Seismicity - Ground shaking during earthquakes can loosen and displace blocks of
rock bound by persistent discontinuities (Harp and Wilson, 1995); and
• Climate - Rainfall as well as freeze/thaw conditions and growth of tree roots can
produce pressures in tension cracks that can be sufficient to displace blocks from the
face (McCauley et. al., 1985).
Examination of a rock fall site to identify these conditions is essential for the collection of
design parameters for a rock shed.
Rock Fall Computer Simulation
There are a number of computer programs that model rock fall behavior and provide
information on the trajectories and velocities (Pfeieffer et. al., 1995; Rochet, 1987; Ushiro et.
al., 1983). Generally, the input parameters for these models include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Slope geometry that is sufficiently precise to show steps on the face that could be
launch points for falling rock;
Surface roughness which can be expressed as a function of the block size;
Size and shape of the rock fall;
Initial velocity of the fall;
Restitution coefficients (normal and tangential) at impact points for the various
materials on the slope face; and
Velocity transferred from sliding or rolling to bouncing.

Because reliable values for many of these parameters are difficult to determine, the
computer models are generally calibrated by carrying out rock fall tests in the field to assess
the influence of different slopes materials such as hard rock, talus and soil, and the slope
geometry, on rock fall behavior. Because of the natural variability of slope properties, they
can best be modeled by probabilistic methods in which the restitution coefficients, slope
surface roughness and transfer velocities are expressed as probability distributions. Rock fall
simulations are run many hundreds of times with values of the design parameters randomly
selected based on their probability distributions. In this manner, probability distributions for
the impact positions and energies are obtained.
Rock fall Trajectory Calculations
It is also possible to model rock falls from first principles using Newtonian mechanics.
For example, if the trajectory of a rock fall is known such that co-ordinates of successive
impact points can be located by survey, then the relationship between these co-ordinates and
the velocity V of the rock is as follows:
(1)
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical distances respectively between the impact
points and α is the angle below the horizontal of the trajectory at the upper impact point
(Figure 3). Data collected on active rock fall slopes and rock fall test sites show that the
values of V range from 30 to 40 m/s approximately for hard rock surfaces at slope angles of
45 to 55 degrees, while for talus slopes comprising boulders and soil at angles of 30 to 37
degrees, the velocity range is 10 to 20 m/s.
Impact point

α
Velocity, V

y
Impact point

x

Figure 3. Rock fall trajectory between two impact points defining parameters in equation (1)
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It is also possible to calculate the velocity V of a rock falling down a slope with a face
angle ψp and vertical height H from the following relationship:
(2)
where μ is the equivalent friction coefficient at the impact points on the slope. If the
results of calibrated rock fall tests are available, then values for the friction coefficient can be
determined from:
(3)
where V0 is the free fall velocity from the same height.
It is considered that equations (1) to (3) provide a means of calculating individual rock
fall trajectories as a check on computer simulations.
DESIGN IMPACT ENERGY
Experimental research on rock fall impact forces on steel rock fall sheds was first carried
out in Japan in 1973 (Steel Club), and subsequently, more than 2000 tests of prestressed
concrete (PC) and reinforced concrete (RC) rock fall sheds have been performed (Yoshida et.
al., 1987). The data from these tests has been used to obtain quantitative information on the
performance of rock fall sheds when impacted by falling rock as discussed below.
Energy Absorption in Cushioning Layer
The design of rock fall sheds requires data on two forces - the weight impact force and
the transmitted impact force, as described below (Figure 4). For a rock impacting the roof
of a shed, the weight impact force is the product of the mass of the rock and the maximum
deceleration as it deforms the cushioning material.
Weight impact– force
mass x deceleration

Rock
Rock Mass
Mass

Transmitted force
distributionTransmitted force

Cushion material

Cushion material

distribution

Rock shed roof
Rock
shed roof

Transmitted impact force
(integration of the transmittal
pressure on distributed area)

Figure 4. Transfer of force from falling rock through cushioning material into roof of shed,
with definition of weight impact force and transmitted impact force
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The force that actually acts on the rock fall shed differs from the weight impact force
because the cushioning material on the roof both absorbs some of the energy, and distributes
it over a finite area of the roof. The force acting on the roof of the shed is termed the
transmitted impact force. One of the main objectives of the full-scale rock fall tests with a
variety of cushioning materials has been to clarify the relationship between the weight impact
force and the transmitted impact force (Yoshida et. al., 1987). Full size and model tests, as
well as structural analysis, have shown that the structural characteristics of rock fall sheds,
such as their flexibility, have a significant influence on the magnitude of the transmitted
impact force (Masuya et. al., 1987; Yokoyama et. al., 1993). For example, for concrete
structures, which are rigid compared to steel structures, their structural response shows
relatively little dynamic effect.
Although sand has generally been used as the cushioning material for rock fall sheds,
Styrofoam and rubber tires, which have lower density and greater energy absorbing
characteristics, are also used extensively (see Figure 10). Tests of the energy absorbing
characteristics of Styrofoam have been used to develop a proposed design formula for this
material (Yoshida et al., 1991a).
Dispersion Mechanism of Weight Impact Force in Cushioning Material
When a falling rock impacts the cushioning material, the weight impact force is distributed
in three dimensions through the cushion and into the roof slab. This distributed force, termed
the transmitted impact force, then reflects from the slab into the cushion and spreads as a
reflection wave (Figure 4).
The stress conditions in the roof of the shed when impacted by a rock fall can be
compared with the stress transfer theory in an elastic one-dimensional structure. This theory
shows that when the end of an elastic bar with a uniform cross section is impacted by an
external force (V0), a stress wave (incidence stress wave, σ) is initiated that is transmitted
through the bar. When the stress wave reaches the far end of the bar it is reflected (reflective
stress wave) back along the bar. The magnitude and velocity of the reflective wave depends
on whether the end is free or fixed (Figure 5):
• Free End: the reflective stress wave has the same magnitude as the incidence stress
wave, but with a reversed sign, i.e. a compressive incidence wave becomes a tensile
reflected wave. The particle velocity of the free end reflective wave is twice that of
the velocity of the incidence wave.
• Fixed End: the stress wave is reflected with the same sign and the same magnitude as
the incidence wave. Therefore, the stress in the fixed end has twice the magnitude of
the incidence stress wave because of the superposition of the two equal stresses on
reflection.
X
Vo

Reflection End

Impact End
σ

V

σ

V

σ

V

σ

Free End

+σ

Fixed End
2σ
σ

Figure 5. Illustration of transmission of impact stress in an elastic bar
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Based on this theory, a rigid roof slab would act similarly to a fixed end elastic bar so that
the transmitted impact force acting on the shed roof slab would be about twice the weight
impact force. Although the simple model shown in Figure 5 illustrates the principle of
generated impact stresses, when a rock impacts the cushioning layer on a rock shed, the
actual stresses in the structure differ from the theoretical conditions as follows:
• The sand cushion is not a linear elastic body to which the classical elastic stress
transfer theory of stress waves can be applied. The stress-strain relationship
dependency of the sand cushion when subject to dynamic loading, which is several
orders of magnitude greater than the stress wave generated by an earthquake, is nonlinear and will influence the characteristics of the generated stress wave.
• The falling rock penetrates a considerable distance into the sand cushion.
• The model of the impact force being transmitted in a one-dimensional bar cannot be
readily applied to the distribution of the stress wave in a three-dimensional body.
When a rock impacts the sand cushion, the sand first consolidates, then the rock penetrates
the sand when the shear stress exceeds the shear strength of the consolidated cushion
material. The rock penetrates the cushion material until the energy of the falling rock is
completely absorbed first by the consolidation of the sand, and then by its shear failure. Test
results show that the transmitted impact force is between one to two times the weight impact
force, but there is no simple relationship between these two forces because of the complex
dynamic behavior of the sand cushion.
Design Impact Force
The two previous sections describe the concepts of the weight impact force and the
transmitted impact force, and their theoretical relationship. However, in order to obtain
reliable design values for these two forces it is necessary to carry out full scale testing using
equipment such as that shown in Figure 6. Some of the features of this test equipment are as
follows.
The falling weight contains an accelerometer that measures the deceleration of the weight
as it impacts the cushion material. The weight impact force is defined as the mass multiplied
by the maximum value of the sampled deceleration during its impact with the sand.
The impact force that is transmitted into the roof of the shed is measured with an array of
earth pressure cells. The cells are located on the upper side of the roof at the base of the
cushion layer, and arranged at constant intervals from the impact point. The earth pressure
cells measure the pressure per unit area at each sampling position, and these measurements
are integrated with respect to the impact point assuming that the pressure is distributed
axisymmetrically. The maximum integrated value over the sampling time is defined as the
transmitted impact force.
While this instrumentation can precisely measure the deceleration and earth pressures,
there are the following uncertainties in the calculation of the weight impact force and the
transmitted impact force from the measured values:
• The values of the maximum measured forces depend on the sampling time interval.
For example, Figure 7 shows the comparison of the decelerations of the weight
measured at sampling rates of 10 kHz and 2 kHz for a flat bottomed weight of 3 kN
dropped from the height of 15 m. The maximum deceleration measured at the higher
sampling rate is greater than that at the lower sampling rate. The same relationship
between sampling rate and measured force applies to the transmitted impact force.
• There is a problem in taking the maximum transmitted impact force of a wave with
high frequency components as the design impact force. That is, it is necessary to
examine the energy in the measured data because the design impact force does not
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need to include the high frequency components of the transmitted impact force if the
structure does not respond to the high frequency portion of the waves.

Figure 6. Instrumented shed to measure weight impact force and transmitted impact force.
•

•

As discussed above, the transmitted impact force is obtained by integrating the
measured pressures at the bottom of the sand cushion, which are greatest at the impact
point, and become smaller with distance. It is assumed that the pressure is distributed
axisymmetrically so that the compressed area far from the impact point becomes large
compared to the compressed area near the impact point. However, inaccuracies arise
because measurement errors occur far from the impact point where the low pressures
have a large influence on the total integrated value.
Accurate evaluation of the transmitted impact force produced by a falling rock takes
into consideration the response of the rock fall shed including the deceleration of the
falling rock mass, the properties of the cushion material, and the flexibility of the shed.

Figure 7. Influence of sampling frequency on measured maximum acceleration.
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The value of design impact force in the Japanese Rock Fall Protection Measures
Handbook (2000) is derived from the theoretical impact force between elastic spheres. The
force P (kN) for a mass m (tonnes) falling from a height H (m) is given by equation (4):
(4)
where λ is the Laḿ́e coefficient for the cushion materials and equals 1000 kN/m2 for soft
sand commonly used on rock fall sheds. The factor β defines the relationship between the
thickness of the cushioning layer (T) and the diameter of the impacting rock (D) given by:
(5)

It is common in Japan to use a sand cushion with a thickness of 0.9 m that balances the
requirements to have a cushion thick enough to absorb the impact energy, and to limit the
weight of the cushion that has to be supported by the structure.
Influence of Structural Characteristics on Shed Design
The transmitted impact forces acting on rock fall sheds are related to the response of the
structure to the impact loading, as discussed in the previous section. Prestressed concrete
(PC) and reinforced concrete (RC) structures have relatively high rigidity; therefore, in the
elastic range, the influence of the structure on the transmitted impact force can almost be
disregarded. That is, the falling weight test results on a thick concrete slab on the ground are
almost identical to the same tests on full-scale sheds. However, when the structure
approaches failure, the rigidity decreases, the effect of which is to decrease the transmitted
impact force for both PC and RC structures.
In comparison, the rigidity of steel sheds is relatively low and the influence of the
response of the rock fall shed on the impact force is significant. That is, the transmitted
impact force decreases markedly as the rigidity decreases. This decrease in force is
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the duration of the impact force particularly as
the structure approaches collapse.
Figure 8 shows the variation with time of the weight and transmitted impact forces for the
full-scale steel rock fall shed (Yokoyama et al., 1993).
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show that, for the same drop height of 15 m, the maximum weight
impact force is about 690 kN for a 10 kN falling block, and is approximately 1900 kN when
the weight of the falling block is increased to 30 kN. However, the maximum transmitted
impact force is approximately the same in both tests. In the first test, the transmitted impact
force reaches a maximum of about 790 kN, and then rapidly decreases to half this maximum
value before gradually diminishing (Figure 8(a)). However, in the case of the weight of 30
kN falling from the same height of 15 m, the transmitted impact force increases gradually to
the same peak value of about 800 kN, and then slowly diminishes (Figure 8(b)). These
results illustrate that the weight impact force depends only on the kinetic energy of the falling
weight, while the transmitted impact force is influenced by the flexibility of the structure for
the same type and thickness of cushion layer.
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Figure 8. Variation of weight impact force and transmitted impact force with time for full
scale tests on a steel shed.
Also shown on Figures 8 are the design transmission forces (RMH) calculated using
equation (4) according to the Japan Rock Fall Protection Measures Handbook. In the second
case, the calculated value is greater than the measured value which is indicative of the
conservatism in the theoretical equation.
Further information on the influence of the rigidity of structure and its response to impact
loads is demonstrated by a series of tests in which rocks were dropped on to a sand-filled tank
supported on a pair of steel beams (Figure 9). The transmitted impact force was measured by
the load cells at the base of the sand cushion layer, and the reaction forces in the supports
were measured with strain gauges located on the beams. The dimensions of the tank were
3.175 m square, and the lengths of steel support beams were set at 8 m, 10 m and 12m. The
weight of the falling block was 10 kN, and the fall heights varied between 1 m and 18 m; all
tests were carried out in the elastic range. The test results show that for all drop heights, the
maximum reaction force decreases as the span of the support beams increases and the rigidity
of the structure diminishes (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Relationship between the maximum reaction impact force and the fall height for
support beam spans of 8 m, 10 m and 12 m.
Properties of Cushioning Layer
The cushioning material on the shed roof should both absorb energy due to compression
and distortion, and distribute the weight impact force from the small area at the point of
impact into a wider area on the shed roof. The material should also be inexpensive, have a
low density to minimize the dead load, be able to resist the impact forces without damage,
and be long lasting. In recent years, Styrofoam has begun to be used instead of sand as the
cushioning material for sheds subject to severe rock fall impact loads. A comparison
between the transmitted impact forces on the concrete roof slab generated by a 30 kN weight
for sand and Styrofoam cushioning materials is shown on Figure 10. These results illustrate
that Styrofoam is more effective than sand in absorbing and dissipating the impact force.
However, the tests showed that unreinforced Styrofoam shattered when impacted. To avoid
this, it is necessary to reinforce the Styrofoam with polypropylene straps (RP Styrofoam),
which distributes the impact force over a wider area.
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The test results on Styrofoam for very high impact loads have been used to develop a
formula defining the magnitude of the transmitted impact force with respect to the thickness
of the cushioning layer. Because Styrofoam is homogeneous, it has been found that this
formula is applicable to a wide range of impact loads (Yoshida et al., 1991b) . One existing
rock shed has been retrofitted with a 10m layer of Styrofoam to provide protection against
very large rocks.
Various materials have been tested to assess their cushioning properties and compare their
cost-effectiveness for rock shed construction. The relationship between the weight impact
force and the deformation of sand, rubber tires and Styrofoam is illustrated in Figure 10. On
this diagram, the area under the force-deformation curve gives the energy absorbed due to
deformation.

Force

Sand

Styrofoam

Rubber tires

Deformation

Figure 10. Relationship between force and deformation for three cushioning materials.
The energy absorbing properties of these materials are as follows:
• Rubber tires: A pile of rubber tires comprises considerable air space, and therefore
they are readily crushed when loaded. Once the tires are fully crushed, the force
increases rapidly as the rubber is compressed. As a result of this behavior, the energy
absorbing properties of rubber tires is not adequate for rock shed construction;
• Sand: The force-deformation curve of sand is parabolic, with only a small amount of
energy absorption in the small deformation range. However, the force rapidly
increases as the deformation increases. This behavior is due to sand being loose so
that initial consolidation is necessary before it begins to absorb energy; and
• Styrofoam: For small strains in the range of about 5 percent, the force increases
rapidly, and then only increases slowly with increasing deformation. The majority of
the energy absorption occurs between 5 per cent and 70 per cent deformation as the
Styrofoam deforms plastically. However, when the strain reaches 70 percent the
Styrofoam is almost fully compressed and, there is a sudden increase in the force.
TYPICAL ROCK SHED DESIGN
The following is a description of a rock fall shed designed for the Canadian Pacific
Railway’s single track line in the Kicking Horse Canyon of British Columbia using the
Japanese design procedures discussed in this paper; Figures 11 and 12 show cross section and
elevation views of the shed respectively. At this time the shed has not been constructed and
the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the application of the technology to a North
American project.
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Roof beam

Figure 11. Cross-section of rock fall shed to protect single track railway; design incorporates
“crash” wall on valley-side columns.

Figure 12.

Elevation view of shed

shown in Figure 11.

The proposed location for the shed was at the base of a limestone slope with an overall
height of about 400 m and a face angle in the range of 45 to 50 degrees. The track was
located close to the toe of the slope, with a 1 m wide by 0.3 m deep ditch that did not provide
adequate protection from falls. A frequent source of rock falls was a vertical fault extending
over the full height of the slope that had formed a gully in the face. The gully had the effect
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of concentrating the rock falls over a short section of track and this was an ideal location for
the shed. It was determined that effective, local protection could be achieved by constructing
an 18 m long shed.
Alternate Protection Measures
Alternative protection measures such as excavating a ditch or constructing a fence were
considered, but their suitability was limited for the following reasons. First, the irregularity
of the face resulted in unpredictable trajectories of the falls and uncertainty in the
effectiveness of the protection. Second, the ditch would need to be 10 m wide and have a cut
face height of about 20 m that would have to be supported with rock bolts because the
bedding dipped steeply out of the face. Third, the new face may have become a source of
falls. In the case of the fence, this would have to be located about 20 m above the track, and
at this height, maintenance would be difficult. Also, the frequency of the falls would require
on-going maintenance to clean the ditch, or to clean and repair the fence.
In general, the shed would be more expensive to construct than a ditch or fence, but would
provide more reliable protection and require less maintenance.
Design Force for Rock Fall Shed
The design force for the shed was calculated from the typical mass of the rock falls, and
their velocity from which an equivalent free fall velocity was calculated. The calculation
steps were as follows.
First, the mass was observed from the falls that had accumulated on the track; sizes ranged
from gravel to blocks with dimensions up to about 600 mm. These dimensions related to the
site conditions in which the primary source of falls was the fractured rock in the fault zone,
together with the tendency of falls to break up as a result of the multiple, high velocity
impacts on the hard rock face. For design purposes, a cubic block with dimensions of 700
mm was selected, for which the mass was 875 kg based on a unit weight of 25 kN/cu. m.
Second, the velocity was calculated from observations of rock falls on similar slopes. As
discussed in the section above on Trajectory Calculations, rock falls on bare, hard rock faces
with face angles of 40 to 50 degrees, have velocities up to about 40 m/s. A velocity of 45 m/s
was selected for design because of the height of the slope and the bare rock face that would
provide little energy absorption.
Using these values for the mass and velocity of a rock fall, the translational kinetic energy
was:
KE = ½ m v2
= 900 kJ (approximately).
The next step was to determine from equation (4) the equivalent static force P that would
be used in the shed design. Equation (4) assumes that the rock fall is in free fall from a
height H. The value for H can be calculated by assuming that the kinetic energy is converted
from the potential energy (m g H) for a block at height H above the shed. The calculated
value of the height H from the kinetic energy is:
H = KE/(m g)
= 100 m (approximately)
For a block with a weight mg of 8.58 kJ falling from a height of 100 m on to a sand
cushion with a Lame coefficient of 1000 kN/m3, the equivalent static force is:
P = 2.108 (8.58)2/3 (1000)2/5 (100)3/5 β
= 2220 β kN
The parameter β is calculated for a rock fall with dimension D of 700 mm and a sand
cushion thickness T of 900 mm from equation (5) to be:
β = (900/700)-0.58
= 0.86
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therefore, P = 2220 x 0.86 = 2000 kN.
A second design parameter was the impact angle of the rock falls, which was assumed to
be equal to the 60 degree slope of the rock face above the shed. This angle was used to
calculate the vertical and horizontal components of the design impact force.
It was expected that rock falls would accumulate on the roof in the future and this could
eventually create a significant dead load on the roof that would exceed the dynamic loading
of rock fall impacts. It was decided that rock fall accumulation would be limited by periodic
cleaning of the roof.
Features of Rock Shed Design
The dimensions and layout of the shed shown on Figures 11 and 12 are dictated by three
primary factors. First, the inside dimensions conform to the dynamic clearance envelope for
the trains. Second, the space between the rock face and the mountain-side wall of the shed is
filled with gravel that provides protection for the shed from rock falls with trajectories close
to the rock face. The gravel would be contained by wall on the mountain side of the shed,
and two end walls. Third, the roof grade was 5 percent to provide for drainage of the
cushioning sand. In general, a horizontal roof minimizes the span width and facilitates the
maintenance of a uniform layer of sand. In comparison, a sloping roof that deflects rock falls
with little impact would have a larger span and the sand would tend to slide down slope
creating minimal cover at the upper end.
The features of the design in Figures 11 and 12 are as follows:
• Valley-side foundation – The outside of the track is supported on a granular fill with a
thickness of about 3 m under the line of the proposed column foundation . The footing
would have to be founded on rock to provide the required bearing capacity, but traffic
operation would not allow enough time to excavate the fill, construct the foundation on
rock and then reconstruct the fill and track. Therefore, the foundation is supported
with rock socketed piers drilled through the fill into bedrock (Wyllie, 1999). The load
on the foundation comprises the dead load of the shed, the live load of rock fall
impacts and the horizontal force applied to the crash wall (see below);
• Crash wall – Railway operating procedures required that the shed incorporate a
“crash” wall that could withstand a significant horizontal force and protect the
structure in the event of a derailment inside the shed. The crash wall is connected to
the columns supporting the roof with a socket that limits transfer of moments from the
wall into the columns. The crash wall together with foundation would be cast-in-place
concrete;
• Valley-side columns – The columns are pre-cast structures at a longitudinal spacing of
1500 mm, to match the width of roof beams. In the lower end of each column just
above the socket there is a hinge made up of six, 700 mm long, 29 mm diameter
galvanized steel bars that are bolted to the reinforcing steel cages above and below the
hinge. Flexibility in the hinge is provided by a 20 mm thick layer of synthetic rubber
set into the concrete.
In the top of each beam there are six pre-stressing cables that are used to create a rigid
connection between the columns and the roof beams (see below).
• Roof beams – The roof beams are pre-cast structures that are arranged transverse to
the track alignment. The outer ends of the beams incorporate six holes for the poststressing cables in the columns. The beams are rigidly connected to the tops of valleyside columns by tensioning and locking off the cables on the upper surface of the
beams. The roof beams themselves are joined together with sets of four post-tensioned
cables that run in ducts arranged parallel to the track. The beams are “T” shaped with
a width of 1500 mm and a maximum depth of 940 mm;
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•

•
•

Mountain-side wall – The mountain-side wall is a continuous structure that both
supports the roof beams, and retains the fill. The wall incorporates rock anchors in the
rock face and tie-backs through the wall to resist the fill load and any water pressure
that develops behind the wall. The connection between the top of the wall and the roof
beams is a hinged joint comprising four, 46 mm diameter steel pins grouted into holes
in the concrete, with a neoprene rubber pad between the wall and the roof beam. The
wall is a cast-in-place structure, as discussed in the construction procedures in the next
section;
Mountain-side foundation – The mountain-side foundation is the base of the wall and
is a cast-in-place structure secured to bedrock with a series of dowels grouted into the
rock.
Cushion layer – The roof of the shed is covered with a 900 mm thick layer of loose
sand to protect the shed from rock falls. The sand is contained on the sides and valley
sides of the shed with concrete blocks anchored to the outer edge of the roof.

CONSTRUCTION ISSUES
The railway operates primarily freight trains, with a traffic count of about 50 trains per day
that would have to be maintained throughout the construction of the shed. The work would
be carried out during periodic four to six hour “work windows”. As a consequence of this
constraint, each work task would have to be completed within the work time available. A
further constraint is the absence of road access to the site, and minimal work space beside the
track. This would require that all construction material be hauled by road to a laydown area
about 1 km from the site, which would then be transported to the site on the track during the
work windows.
It was also decided that pre-cast beams for the mountain side wall would be too heavy to
transport to the site on the track and then erect with temporary support within the limited
work times. Therefore, the wall and foundation would be cast-in-place structures. A further
requirement of this construction method was the need to maintain the formwork for the wall
outside the traffic clearance envelope.
One of the safety concerns during construction, was the hazard to the workers from rock
falls. It was decided that a rock fall net would be installed on the slope above the shed to
contain the falls.
CONCLUSIONS
There is extensive experience in Japan on the testing, design, construction and operational
performance of rock sheds. This work has been carried out for many decades, and hundreds
of kilometres of highway and railway are protected with sheds. Up to this time it appears that
this experience is not well known in North America. The purpose of this paper has been to
summarize the Japanese design and construction methods, and to describe their application to
a railway project on this continent. Although the shed has not yet been built, the preparation
of the detailed plans and construction procedures has demonstrated that the use of this
technology is feasible. However, construction costs would be higher than for less reliable
protection measures such as ditches and fences, and sheds are only likely to be constructed at
high risk sites.
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